NATO Mission Iraq (NMI)

At the NATO Summit in Brussels in July 2018, following a request from the Iraqi government, Allied leaders issued direction to launch a new training mission in Iraq called NATO Mission Iraq (NMI). This new mission was established in Baghdad in October 2018 under the command of Major-General Dany Fortin of Canada.

NATO Mission Iraq is a non-combat training and capacity building mission that is conducted with full respect for Iraq’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. It is designed to help strengthen Iraqi security forces and Iraqi military education institutions so that Iraqi forces can prevent the return of ISIS/Daesh. In particular, the mission helps Iraq to strengthen its own security forces by providing technical advice to relevant Iraqi defence and security officials within the Ministry of Defence, the Office of the National Security Advisor, and Iraqi military schools and institutions. In those institutions, the mission will help Iraq develop its capacity to build more sustainable, transparent, inclusive and effective national security structures and professional military education institutions, through the formation of a self-sustaining cadre of Iraqi instructors.

The end goal is a transition from foreigners training Iraqi troops to Iraqis training Iraqi troops.

NATO Mission Iraq includes up to several hundred trainers, advisers and support staff from Allied countries and non-NATO partners, including Australia, Sweden, and Finland.

NATO’s advisory activities are conducted in Baghdad, including in the Iraqi Ministry of Defence, the Office of the National Security Advisor, and relevant national security institutions. NATO’s training activities are carried out at the Iraqi military schools in the Baghdad area, Taji and Besmaya.

The following military schools are considered as initial training locations

Baghdad area:
- Ministry of Defence
- Office of the National Security Advisor
- Defence University for Military Studies
- Computer Science School
- Military Medical School
Besmaya:
- Bomb Disposal (EOD/C-IED) School
- Armour School

Taji:
- Military Electrical and Mechanical Engineering School
- Military Engineering School
- Military Transportation School
- Military School of Administration and Logistics
- Military Signals School
- Military Intelligence and Security School
- Non Commissioned Officers Academy

NATO only trains members of the Iraqi Security Forces under direct control of the Government of Iraq. NATO Mission Iraq will advise and train in the Baghdad area and in Iraqi military areas in Taji and Besmaya, and will not deploy its personnel alongside Iraqi forces during combat operations.

NATO is also a member of the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS/Daesh, and NATO Mission Iraq coordinates closely with the United Nations, the European Union and individual countries in their efforts to support Iraq. NATO Mission Iraq complements the broader international effort to help Iraq eradicate terrorism and increase the long-term stability of Iraq and the region.

NATO Mission Iraq has fully integrated civil and military personnel. This helps to maximize the effectiveness of NATO’s efforts and the Alliance’s cooperation with other entities on the ground. The mission builds on work previously conducted through other NATO Training and Capacity Building activities in Iraq.